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                Warmlite WL42005 3 Bar Halogen Heater with Carry Handle, Safety Tip-Over Switch, 1200W, Grey
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  Warmlite WL42005 3 Bar Halogen Heater with Carry Handle, Safety Tip-Over Switch, 1200W, Grey

  	
      Brand: 
      Unbranded
    
	
        Type: Sale
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  Warmlite WL42005 3 Bar Halogen Heater with Carry Handle, Safety Tip-Over Switch, 1200W, Grey
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    	RRP:	£24.99
	Price:	£12.495
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  Description

  The elements give a very bright, white light, and the light from the heater was such a bright orange that it lit up the whole room. Its innovative wide angle oscillation function ensures an even heat distribution throughout any room whilst its recessed carry handle ensures easy portability, allowing you to easily transport the heater around your home to suit your convenience.
These clean high quality materials are then sent directly to our recycling partner so they can be put back into the raw material streams.Its innovative wide angle oscillation function allows the fan to smoothly rotate from left to right, evenly distributing heat throughout your home.
The adjustable heat settings provide three alternative temperatures, from 400W, 800W, and 1200W at the flick of a button, with a fully oscillating base for even heat distribution around the room. Designed to be lightweight with an easy, recessed carry handle, you can instantly warm up any room thanks to the portable design. Featuring three different heat settings including 400/800/1200W, you can now achieve your desired temperature at the simple press of a button.The Swiss Luxx 3 bar Halogen Heater is Ideal for camping and caravanning with a mains hookup and also just as good for home use. With three heat settings of 400W, 800W and 1200W with simple push buttons, you have complete control over the settings and temperature. com aim to provide you with as much information as we can about each product so that you can make an informed purchasing decision.
The Igenix IG9514 three bar quartz halogen heater is a suitable solution for heating up your house during those long and cold winter months. With superior electrical and thermal conducting capabilities, the Carbon Infrared Heater warms up quicker and saves more energy than a traditional electric fan heater.Featuring three heat settings including 400/800/1200W, you can now achieve your desired temperature at the simple press of a button. Its infrared waves provide direct heating to rapidly warm up the body as opposed to the surrounding air. The automatic wide-angle oscillation ensures that heat is distributed evenly around the room, granting optimum comfort in rooms you need it most. You can change your choices at any time by visiting Cookie preferences, as described in the Cookie notice. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened and undamaged item in original retail packaging (where packaging .
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        Delivery & Returns

        
            
    
        Dispatched within 2 days
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                        - FREE
                        
                    
                    
                

            


        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
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	Germany
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	Italy
	Japan
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	New Zealand
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	Philippines
	Poland
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	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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